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‘Oddments of the Gamble’ by Nonkeen and ‘Noise Patterns’ by Tristan 
Perich Reviews
Quirky musical experiments that take the low-fi to new heights.

By Allan Kozinn
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The first composers to experiment with electronic sound, using hard-to-control modules in the 1930s 
and 1940s, dreamed that electronic music would someday be an accepted part of the compositional 
landscape. But they probably never imagined that their successors would have constituencies among 
both classical and pop listeners. Granted, each world has distinct expectations of electronica: The 
classical side looks for tone poems, soundscapes and works in which electronic and acoustic sounds 
interact, while the pop side is dominated by the loops and insistent beats of EDM, electronic dance 
music.

But there is a middle ground, an everyman’s land where idiosyncratic mixtures of sound and gesture 
speak to audiences on both sides of the street, and where quirky projects are encouraged. Among 
the quirkiest recent entries are Nils Frahm’s Nonkeen—a revival of his childhood found-sound band, 
which has just released its second album, “Oddments of the Gamble” (R&S)—and Tristan Perich’s 
“Noise Patterns” (Physical Editions), a rhapsody in static.

Mr. Frahm, based in Berlin, is a prolific composer and pianist whose specialty is slow, atmospheric 
keyboard meditations that straddle the classical-ambient divide. But when he was a 7-year-old with 
a cassette recorder, living in a suburb of Hamburg, he and Frederic Gmeiner (who is now a digital 
designer and visual artist) began collecting sounds—playground noises, teachers speaking, their own 
instrumental practicing. They soon met Sebastian Singwald, a like-minded bassist their age, who was 
visiting Hamburg from East Berlin on a sports exchange, and began exchanging tapes with him. After 
the fall of the Berlin Wall, the three formed a band and made some spacey, improvised recordings.



The band split up in 1997, when they were 15, but reunited about a decade later and began recording 
again under the name Nonkeen, sometimes building new tracks around their childhood tapes, some-
times using samples from those tapes to embellish new keyboard-centric scores. Mr. Frahm and com-
pany released their first album, “The Gamble” (R&S), a mostly ruminative, occasionally jazz-tinged 
collage of noise, arpeggiation, tactile percussion and atmospheric synthesizer washes, in February.

“Oddments of the Gamble” is less a follow-up than a continuation, drawn as it is from pieces recorded 
during the same period that didn’t fit on “The Gamble.” But though the music’s DNA is identical, these 
tracks are tougher, more varied and at times—in pieces like “Obviously Algebra” and parts of “Kasset-
tenkarussell” and “The Journey of Hello Peter”—more appealingly chaotic. The centerpiece here—the 
work that best captures Nonkeen’s essence—is “Diving Platform,” a work that begins with an offhand 
bass figure, sparkly keyboards and a hazy backdrop, and morphs into a hypnotically repeating two-
chord figure set against crunchy ambient noise.

Mr. Perich, a New York composer and 
creator of sound installations, writes 
in an essentially Minimalist style, with 
gradually expanding and contracting 
repetitive figures. He has created 
compelling concert works, including 
“Dual Synthesis” (2009), an engag-
ing marriage of antique and modern 
timbres, for harpsichord and electron-
icsm, and “Surface Image” (2013), an 
hour-long work for piano and electron-
ics.

His electronic specialty is what he 
calls “1-Bit” sound—a deliberately 
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a single data bit, the smallest measure of sound a computer chip can produce. The sound is rough, 
one might even say crude and reedy. But it is also tunable, so in his first two purely electronic re-
leases—“1-Bit Music” (2004-05) and “1-Bit Symphony” (2009, both Physical Editions, with download 
versions available from Cantaloupe)—he presented agile, melodic music, driven by assertive rhythms 
and surprising thematic turns.

Both productions were released not as CDs, but as circuit boards—a battery, an on-off switch, a 
button to allow listeners to skip tracks, a volume control, a headphone jack and a chip programmed to 
create the music, all glued into a clear CD jewel case. They were not, strictly speaking, recordings. As 
Mr. Perich has explained, when you switch on the device, the chip executes the program code (which 
is provided in an accompanying booklet, like a libretto or a score), creating the performance in real 
time.

“Noise Patterns” has been released in the same format, a bit refined: The components are neatly 
mounted on a black plastic card. The music, though, tempers Mr. Perich’s Minimalist slow develop-
ment with a touch of Cageian deep listening.

Mr. Perich begins with a sustained burst of static, of the sort you might find between radio stations. 
It is not a pure whoosh; it oscillates and crackles, and creates a constantly shifting texture. That still 
isn’t much to listen to, but from there, and over six movements, Mr. Perich toys with the static, first 



creating a chugging rhythm, then expanding to several rhythmic layers, placed antiphonally across 
the two stereo channels, then adding bass tones.

The rhythms evolve insistently through the connected movements and eventually suggest imagery—
machine guns and explosions at one point, torrential rain and a raging river elsewhere. It’s not for 
everyone. But it shows how far you can go, musically, with nothing but noise.

Mr. Kozinn writes about music for the Journal.


